HIDDEN FIX LETTERPLATE RESTRICTOR SHROUDS & EXTENSIONS
Developed for homeowners throughout the UK that primarily
have letterplates fit onto their doors, this restrictor shroud
offers added home and door security. There is a new form of
burglars these days and what they do is "fish" through the
post crevice. If there isn't a security letterplate or shroud
fitted onto the door then the likelihood of them successfully
grabbing a wallet, the keys to the vehicle, or worse, the keys
for the home is highly increased.

The letterplate restrictor shroud features the impressive
hidden fix technology, as it doesn’t leave any visible fixings.
By preventing the inner flap from opening more than 40
degrees, unwanted hands cannot manoeuvre a rod within the
crevice and attempt to grab anything from inside. At 14.5"
long it's a great option when combined with a number of
available letterplates on the market.

SHROUD EXTENSIONS
To overcome people being able to manipulate the thumb turn using straps from the outside, we have developed an letterplate
shroud extension arm on the hidden fix letterplate shrouds.
They come available as either left and right handed, depending on which side the thumbturn is on. This letterplate shroud
extension arm fits into the hidden fix letterplate shrouds and it is extremely difficult to get any wires around it to open
the thumbturn. We currently have these in gold, silver and white (colour matched to the letterplate shrouds).

Finish

Right Handed

Left Handed

Gold

SHHFGEXTR

SHHFGEXTL

Silver

SHHFSEXTR

SHHFSEXTL

White

SHHFWHEXTR

SHHFWHEXTL
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Features Include:
Great protection against key fishing
Prevents the letterplate inner flap opening more than 40 degrees
Prevents rods being pushed through the letterbox

Lifetime
Coating
Guarantee

14.5″ long means it fits most letterplates
The Hidden Fix technology doesn’t leave any visible fixings on the
exterior of the home and protects it from being removed from the
outside
Available as part of the UAP Nanocoast range which comes with
a LIFETIME coating guarantee!

Gold

Mirror Polished

PVD Gold

Satin Stainless

Silver Anodised

Black

White

Letterplate Restrictor Shrouds
Finish

Product Code

Gold

SHHFJINGOLD

Material Construction
Aluminium

Mirror Polished

SHHFMPSS-NANOCOAST

304 Grade Stainless Steel

PVD Gold

SHHFPVDG-NANOCOAST

304 Grade Stainless Steel

Satin Stainless

SHHFSSS-NANOCOAST

304 Grade Stainless Steel

Silver Anodised

SHHFSA

Aluminium

Black

SHHFBL

Aluminium

White

SHHFWH

Aluminium
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